
Since 1932, The Appraisal Journal has been the leading peer-reviewed forum for appraisal pro-
fessionals. Consider becoming an author for the Journal and use your professional knowledge and 
experience to benefit yourself and your profession.

Awards

The Appraisal Journal presents the Armstrong/Kahn Award, the Swango Award, and the Appraisal 
Journal Academic Award each year for exceptional articles published in the Journal; each of these 
awards carries a $1000 honorarium. 

Continuing Education Credit

Appraisal Institute members receive 20 hours of continuing education credit for an article published 
in the Journal, up to a maximum of 50 hours in each five-year continuing education cycle.  

Please consult the Manuscript Guide for specifics about the article submission process.

a r t i c l e s  n e e d e d

The Journal is especially interested in 
receiving manuscripts on the following 
real estate appraisal topics:

•  Sustainability

• Carbon credits

• Residential
   properties

• Special purpose 
    properties 

• Partial interests
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i n c e n t i v e s

Since 1932, The Appraisal Journal has been the leading peer-reviewed forum for appraisal 
professionals. Consider becoming an author for the Journal and use your professional knowledge 
and experience to benefit yourself and your profession.

Awards

The Appraisal Journal presents the Armstrong/Kahn Award, the Swango Award, and the Richard 
U. Ratcliff Award each year for exceptional articles published in the Journal. Each of these awards 
carries a $3000 honorarium. 

Continuing Education Credit

Appraisal Institute members receive up to 25 hours of continuing education credit for an article 
published in the Journal, with a maximum of 50 hours in each five-year continuing education cycle.

The Apprai sal Journal  welcomes 
manuscripts on all topics related to real 
estate valuation.

The Appraisal Journal is especially 
interested in receiving manuscripts on 

• Adjustments in markets in recovery
• Distressed properties
• Timeshares
• Residential appraisal
• Recreational facilities
• Parking facilities
•  Observable value impacts of energy-

efficient, green, or sustainable features

Case study analyses are encouraged.

Please consult the Manuscript Guide for specifics about the article submission process.
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